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Abstract
Despite the ongoing success of populist parties in many parts of the world, we lack comprehensive infor-

mation about parties’ level of populism over time. A recent contribution to Political Analysis by Di Cocco and

Monechi (DCM) suggests that this researchgapcanbeclosedbypredictingparties’ populismscores fromtheir

electionmanifestos using supervisedmachine learning. In this paper, we provide a detailed discussion of the

suggested approach. Building on recent debates about the validation ofmachine-learningmodels, we argue

that the validity checks provided in DCM’s paper are insufficient. We conduct a series of additional validity

checks andempirically demonstrate that the approach is not suitable for derivingpopulismscores from texts.

We conclude that measuring populism over time and between countries remains an immense challenge for

empirical research. More generally, our paper illustrates the importance of more comprehensive validations

of supervised machine-learning models.

Keywords: populism, manifestos, text-as-data, supervised machine learning, measurement validity

The rise of populist parties is one of the major transformations of party systems in the 21st

century and has led to a plethora of research analyzing this development (e.g., Kriesi et al. 2012).
However, it has only been in the last 10 years that scholars seem to have rallied behind a common

definition of populism (Schäfer 2021, 2).1 The now-dominant definition of populism goes back to

Mudde (2004, 543) and describes populism as a “thin-centered ideology” that “considers society

to be ultimately separated into two homogeneous and antagonistic groups, ‘the pure people’

and ‘the corrupt elite’.” It might be due to this struggle of how populism should be defined, that

methodological research on howpopulism can bemeasured empirically developed only in recent

years (Hawkins and Castanho Silva 2019).

In order to better understand the rise of populism, it is crucial to have valid measures of how

parties’ degree of populism developed over time and between countries. In a recent contribution

to Political Analysis, Di Cocco and Monechi (2022a; in the folllowing: DCM) discuss a potential
method to estimate such scores. They suggest applying supervised machine learning to election

manifestos to measure parties’ degree of populism. DCM, thus, contribute to recent research that

utilized text-as-data techniques for measuring parties’ level of populism (see, e.g., Hawkins and

Castanho Silva 2019; Rooduijn and Pauwels 2011). DCM’s approach suggests to provide continuous
populism scores over time and comparable across countries (see page 313 in DCM). Moreover, the
approach is easy-to-use and requires only little resources as it avoids labor-intensive annotations

and “reduce[s] limitations inherent in human-coding techniques” (p. 312). As election manifestos

are widely available for many countries, over time, and for different levels of government, the

1 For a summary of the development of political science research on populism and different research traditions, see Hunger
and Paxton (2021).
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approach of DCM has the potential to solve the problem of missing data about the development

of populism.

As we discuss in this article, a detailed inspection of DCM’s approach unveils several con-

cerns about the score’s validity. While DCM apply sophisticated machine-learning models to their

data and execute them exemplary, they provide insufficient validity checks to demonstrate that

their approach captures meaningful variation in parties’ degree of populism. DCM validate their

approach by showing strong correlations between their measure of populism and external expert

surveys. As we argue, these correlations are insufficient for demonstrating the validity of the

approach because theirmodels are trained on established expert surveys.We then proceedwith a

reanalysis of theirmodels and conduct several additional validity checks. Our paper demonstrates

that each of these checks calls the validity of their scores into question. We proceed as follows:

First, we investigate the content validity of DCM’s approach. As we demonstrate, DCM’s models

differentiate between populist and non-populist manifestos mainly by identifying party names,

language differences, or policy positions. Second andmore generally, we show that the approach

by DCM is agnostic about the actual content of the manifestos. The approach assigns high pop-

ulism scores to parties labeled as “populist” as long as there is some textual difference between

the populists’ and non-populists’ manifestos. We demonstrate this point based on a coding error

in one of DCM’s text corpora as well as based on a systematic reshuffling analysis.

While our paper offers an in-depth discussion of the approach by DCM, it also contributes to

themore general question of how supervisedmachine-learningmodels can be validated (e.g., de

Vos and Verberne 2021). In their validation, DCM focus on assessing the predictive performance of

their classifiers in the testing set (as suggested by, e.g., Grimmer and Stewart 2013, 295). Our study

supplements recent debates which have argued that such validations can be insufficient (Baden

et al. 2021). Supervised machine-learning models can have high predictive power without identi-
fying the relevant concept (Hirst et al. 2014). Assessing the content validity of supervisedmachine-
learningmodels is, thus, highly relevant when one is not only interested in high predictive power,

but also in accurately measuring latent concepts of interest.

This paper starts by summarizing DCM’s approach. We then describe why the provided validity

checks of DCMare insufficient and proceedwith a discussion of how supervisedmachine-learning

models can be biased, even when they have high predictive power. We then empirically demon-

strate that our concerns regarding the approach are warranted. The final section discusses more

general implications for the validation ofmachine-learningmodels and for the study of populism.

1 Summary of the Approach by Di Cocco and Monechi

To predict parties’ level of populism, DCM suggest the following approach. First, for each country,

they take parties’ election manifestos and use sentences as the unit of analysis. Second, they

classify parties as populist or non-populist based on whether a party is listed as populist on

the “PopuList” (Rooduijn et al. 2019). Each sentence from populist parties’ manifestos receives

a value of 1, whereas all other sentences get a value of 0.2 Third, the data are split into a training

(70%) and testing set (30%). Several machine-learning models are applied to the training set to

predict whether a sentence comes from a populist party’s manifesto. Fourth, the best-performing

classifier (Random Forest) is selected for each country and is used for predicting whether a

sentence from the testing set is populist or not. Finally, a manifesto’s populism score is computed

as the proportion of sentences predicted as “populist” in the testing set.3 For example, an election

2 For the case of Italy, DCM also provide an additional analysis using manual coding. As DCM’s paper advocates in favor of
using the by far less resource-intensive coding of all sentences as either populist or non-populist, we do not discuss the
analysis based onmanual coding in this article.

3 DCM create two scores. The “global score” takes the fraction of sentences classified as populist for each party over all
manifestos. The time-varying scores are created by taking the fraction of populist sentences for each manifesto.
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manifesto with 100 sentences in the testing set of which 20 are classified to be “populist” receives

a populism score of 0.2. DCMapply this procedure to six European countries since the early 2000s.

DCM explicitly state that their approach does not necessarily identify the concept of populism.
Instead of measuring populism directly, the approach is supposed to be a “proxy” (see, e.g., page

313 in DCM). The approach, thus, circumvents the immense challenge of measuring populism

directly from texts, which would require identifying anti-elitist and people-centrist ideas from the

texts.4 Instead, the approach predicts the probability that a sentence in the testing set comes from

a populist party and not how populist a manifesto is. While DCM are explicit about this difference
between their score’s meaning and the definition of populism, the paper also creates the impres-

sion that their measure is an adequate substitute for measuring the concept of populism.5

2 Assessing the Validity of DCM’s Populism Scores

When developing a new empirical measure for a theoretical concept, it is important to assess

its validity to avoid systematic bias in the measurement. Several different types of validity have

been suggested in the literature (e.g., Adcock and Collier 2001; Sartori 1970) amongwhich content
validity (does the measure capture the theoretical concept?), construct validity (does the data-
generating process induce any systematic bias?), and convergent validity (does the measure
correlate with other measures of the same concept?) are probably the most discussed aspects

(see also McMann et al. 2021). DCM focus exclusively on assessing the convergent validity by

correlating their measure with populism scores from established expert surveys. As they find

strong correlations, DCM argue that their approach provides a valid measure (page 318 in DCM).

However, we argue that the strong correlation betweenDCM’s populism scores and established

expert surveys is insufficient for validating the approach. This is so because DCM train their

models to identify populist manifestos by relying on the coding of the PopuList—an expert survey
measuringwhether aparty is populist or not.Machine-learningmodels are trained tominimize the

prediction error, that is, themodels produce scores that are supposed to resemble the coding they

were trained on (Grimmer, Roberts, and Stewart 2021). Thus, by design, DCM’s scores resemble the

coding of the PopuList. The only reason why DCM’s scores do not perfectly resemble the binary

coding of the PopuList is classification errors in which non-populist sentences are classified as

populist or vice versa.6 In other words, DCM’s populism score for each party p in election t can be
expressed as

DCM’s Populism Scorep,t = PopuListp + εp,t , (1)

where PopuListp is either 0 or 1, depending on whether the party is listed as non-populist or

populist, and εp,t is the proportion of classification errors for a specificmanifesto. DCM’smachine-

learningmodels are trained tominimize εp,t , which in turn increases the correlation between their

populism scores and the coding of the PopuList. The strong correlation betweenDCM’s scores and

external expert surveys on populism, such as the POPPA data by Meijers and Zaslove (2020), is,

4 There is amoregeneral ongoingdebateonhowpopulismcanbemeasured.HawkinsandCastanhoSilva (2019) andWuttke,
Schimpf, and Schoen (2020) argue that the subdimensions of populism are non-compensatory. Hence, only observations
that scorehighonall subdimensions shouldbe codedaspopulist. Other studies show thatmany concepts, suchaspolitical
trustor external political efficacy, are correlatedwithpopulism, and that it is hard todisentangle theseconcepts empirically
despite being different theoretical concepts (Dolezal and Fölsch 2021; Geurkink et al. 2020). Finally, other recent studies
demonstrate that evencarefully designed survey scalesmeasuringpopulist attitudesmight lack validity and rather capture
opposition to the government (Jungkunz, Fahey, and Hino 2021).

5 The title asks the question of “How populist are parties?” and also suggests that their approach measures “degrees of
populism.” The abstract states that their approach “derive[s] a score of parties’ levels of populism,” which “allows for
obtaining a continuous score of populism.” Only later it is clarified that they use the scores “as a proxy for parties’ levels of
populism.”

6 This and all following arguments apply to the parties that were included in the training data. DCM exclude some parties
with ambiguous populism levels from the training data.
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thus, only logical. The PopuList and POPPA are both established expert surveys, and they strongly

correlate. We can, thus, express the PopuList scores for each party as follows:

PopuListp = POPPAp + ζp . (2)

Hence, DCM’s scores can be expressed as

DCM’s Populism Scorep,t = POPPAp + ζp + εp,t . (3)

This representation of DCM’s validation approach clarifies two aspects. First, it shows that

DCM’s scores and external expert surveys—such as POPPA—will always strongly correlate as long

as ζp and εp,t are sufficiently low. Indeed, ζp is low as the PopuList and POPPA strongly correlate

(see Section A1 of the Supplementary Material). εp,t is by definition low because the models

are trained to minimize the prediction error. Second, this representation also demonstrates that

the temporal variation in DCM’s populism scores is introduced by the classification errors of the

machine-learningmodels. However, to validate their scores, DCMaggregate their scores to a single

“global” populism score for each party which is the mean of all populism scores from a party.

Thereby, this “global score” discards the temporal variation and, thus, DCMdo not assesswhether

this variation is a valid reflection of parties’ changes in populism over time.7

In other words, DCM essentially validate the PopuList since their scores are trained to resemble

the coding of the PopuList.8 What separates DCM’s scores from the PopuList are classification

errors, which introduce temporal variation for each party. However, in their validation, DCM do

not assess whether this variation reflects meaningful changes in parties’ degree of populism.

This question can hardly be answered by assessing the model’s overall predictive performance.

Instead, it is necessary to analyze which concepts themachine-learningmodels have identified as

being predictive for classifying sentences as populist.

3 Text Matters: Validating the Content Identified by Machine-Learning Models

Supervised machine-learning models classify texts by identifying features that are predictive for

a certain class. In the case of DCM’s approach, the models identify text features that help the

algorithm to correctly classify sentences as coming from a populist or non-populist manifesto.

Thus, it is important to look at the features that the machine-learning models have identified

as being particularly predictive. In the following, we describe in more detail why such content

validity checks are important and how even seemingly well-performingmachine-learningmodels

can induce systematic bias in the measurement.

3.1 How Supervised Machine-Learning Can Introduce Bias in DCM’s Approach
The major advantage of supervised over unsupervised models is that they give researchers a

certain degree of control over the concept that is supposed to bemeasured (Grimmer and Stewart

2013, 275). Moreover, it is often argued that the validation of supervisedmodels is straightforward

by evaluating the classifier’s performance on the testing set (Grimmer and Stewart 2013, 279).

This is in line with DCM’s various model summaries, which generally imply a good model fit (see

Table 1 in DCM). However, these advantages should not lead to the conclusion that supervised

machine-learning models provide automatically valid measures of the desired concept once the

7 In Section A2 of the Supplementary Material, we correlate DCM’s scores with the V-Party data, which is the only expert
survey that provides time-varying populism scores (Lührmann et al. 2020). We find no correlation between DCM’s and V-
Party’s populism scores within parties.

8 While DCM exclude some parties from the training set, the vast majority of parties from each country are included in the
training set. Pooled across all countries, 75 of 91 (82%) parties are included in the training set (ignoring the regional parties
in Spain for which no scores are computed by DCM). Moreover, the parties excluded from the analysis are often small and
rather irrelevant parties for the respective party systems (such as the Pirate Party in Germany).
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model performswell on the testing set (Hirst et al. 2014). As Baden et al. (2021, 4; emphasis added)
concisely summarize:

. . . operationalization [of a concept] is replaced by powerful algorithms trained to identify

any patterns and indicators that correlate with provided annotations, effectively supplanting
validity with predictive performance [. . .] In their effort to match human annotations or

given ground truths, algorithmic classifiers show little interest in separating valid variation
in the material from accidental, meaningless regularities and confounding patterns. Relying
on salient, correlated patterns identified in the data, these tools may still frequently guess

correctly, while potentially introducing systematic biases into the analysis.

This problem applies directly to the approach by DCM. Since DCM code all sentences from a

populist party as 1, themodels are not directly trained to identify populism. This coding introduces

bias, because the models can rely on a wide range of other concepts than populism for making

accuratepredictions ofwhether a sentence comes fromapopulist party or not. Not every sentence

of a populist party is populist. In fact, Rooduijn and Pauwels (2011) hand-code populist content

in manifestos of European parties and find that the highest share of populist content among all

analyzed manifestos is approximately 15%. Thus, many sentences contain other content than

populist language, whichmight be picked-up by themachine-learningmodels as being predictive

for manifestos of populist parties. The good performance of DCM’s classifiers on the testing

sets shows that their models often “guess correctly” and are, thus, able to distinguish between

populist and non-populist manifestos. What is missing from their validation is an assessment of

whether this variation is basedon “valid variation” between the texts or only basedon “accidental,

meaningless regularities, and confounding patterns.” The latter would be highly problematic as

it indicates that variation in the scores (essentially the value of εp,t in Equation (1)) is not based

on a change in the degree of populism of a party. Instead, the score would vary due to some

other either random or confounding factor that was identified by the algorithm. DCM’s approach

implicitly rests on the assumption that their models identify variation between populist and non-

populistmanifestos, which ismeaningful formeasuring variations in a party’s degree of populism.

However, they never test whether this is actually the case.

Referring to DCM’s scores as a proxy measure of populism does not solve this problem. While

a proxy measure does not need to measure the desired concept directly, Knox, Lucas, and Cho

(2022) have recently highlighted that proxies can suffer from various sources of measurement

error.9 It is, thus, evenmore important to assess the validity of proxy measures to understand the

“measurementgap”between thedesiredconceptand its approximation. Specifically, Knox, Lucas,

and Cho (2022, 421) argue that proxies only provide an imperfect measurement of the underlying

concept for three potential reasons: “(a) [proxy] measures often fail to fully capture all aspects of

the underlying concept, (b) they often contain some level of purely randomnoise, and (c) they are

oftensystematically contaminatedbyother factorsbesides theconceptof interest.”Wespecifically

focus on (c), that is, by which factors DCM’s scores are contaminated and to what extent.10

One might consider DCM’s scores a reasonable proxy for populism, if they are contaminated by

concepts that can serve as a reasonable approximation for populism. For example, some scholars

haveusedpolitical trust as aproxy forpopulismwhennodirectmeasureofpopulismwasavailable

(Dolezal and Fölsch 2021; Geurkink et al. 2020). In contrast, the validity of DCM’s scores would
be called into question, when the approach approximates populism based on less meaningful

9 Following the definition by Knox et al. (2022), supervised machine-learning models are always proxies, even when the
model is trained on a coding that directly identifies the desired concept. In the case of DCM, the models are trained to
replicate the coding of the PopuList, which is already a proxy for populism. Thus, DCM’s scores represent, as one reviewer
put it, “a proxy for a proxy.”

10 Clearly, (a) and (b) are important as well. Regarding (a), we discuss this aspect in footnote 4 and in the conclusion.
Concerning (b), we acknowledge that a certain degree of random noise cannot be avoided in a text-as-data approach.
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concepts. Assume, for example, that the machine-learning model has simply identified party

names as being predictive for classifying parties as either populist or non-populist. Party names

are uninformative for measuring changes in the degree of populism. However, if party names

are strong predictors for classifying parties as populist, then the machine-learning models will

classify a party as more populist the more often it uses its party name in the manifesto. This type

of variation is not meaningful for measuring populism or for approximating it. Thus, even when

referring to the measure as a proxy, it is relevant to understand on which textual differences the

classifications of DCM’s model are based.

3.2 What Have DCM’s Models Identified?
Following the discussion from above, we validate DCM’s approach by assessing the feature

importanceof theirmodels.11 Feature importancedescribeshowrelevanta feature is for classifying

a sentence as “non-populist” or “populist.” There are different ways to estimate a feature’s

importance, and in Table 1 we report the feature importance based on the “mean decrease

impurity” approach (Louppe et al. 2013). This measure does not tell us whether a feature has
a positive or negative effect on the probability of predicting a sentence as “populist” or “non-

populist”—it only shows which features are more relevant for the classification.12

Table 1 shows the five most important features for each of DCM’s models. The features demon-

strate that the models often identified concepts that are not or only vaguely connected to pop-

ulism. In the case of Germany, the two most important features for classifying parties as populist

are “link” (Left) and “afd” (AfD)—the party names of the two populist parties. As we discussed

above, party names are uninformative for measuring different degrees of populism. A party does

not become more (or less) populist when it mentions its party name more (or less) frequently in

its manifesto. But this is what happens in DCM’s approach. For example, 147 sentences of the Left

Party in the testing set contain the feature “link” (which stands for “left”). Of these sentences, 143

(97.3%) are classified as “populist,” demonstrating how strongly DCM’smodel rely on these terms.

Among all of the sentences of the Left Party classified as populist, 26.6% (143/537) contain the

feature “link”. For the feature “afd”, these patterns are evenmore pronounced. All of the sentences

containing this term are classified as populist. In other words, the occurrence of the term “afd”

leads almost directly to the classification of a sentence as populist. Among all sentences of the AfD

classified as populist, 70.7% contain the term “afd”. If one focuses on sentences of the AfD inwhich

the term “afd” does not occur, then DCM’s populism score for the AfD would decrease from 0.21 to

0.07, indicating that relatively few sentences of the AfD are classified as populist if the party does

not mention its name. These findings clearly demonstrate how DCM’s scores are driven by party

names.

The other three features in Germany are “public”, “social”, and “employed”. These features

are indicative of a “thick” left-wing ideology. This finding is consistent with the observation that

most of the “populist” sentences in Germany come from the Left Party. Because the Left Party

contested in all elections and theAfDonly in twoof the analyzedelections,most sentences labeled

as populist in the original corpus of DCMcome from the LeftParty. This creates a strong correlation

between left-wing policy content and populism (see Section A4 of the Supplementary Material).

One might argue that the identification of left-wing ideology is more informative compared to

party names.While we agree, it remains a crude proxy for populism. Relying on thick ideologies as

a proxy for populism would imply that all parties with a certain ideological leaning becomemore

11 All data and code to replicate our analyses are available from Political Analysis’ Harvard Dataverse (Jankowski and Huber
2022).

12 Section A3 of the Supplementary Material to this paper provides a more in-depth discussion of the feature importance
based on SHAP values (SHapley Additive exPlanations). SHAP values allow us to assess the direction of a feature, that is,
whether its occurrence has a positive or negative impact on classifying a document as “populist” or “non-populist.”
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Table 1. Top-five most important features of the Random Forest model for each country.

Country Feature Feature importance

Original Translation†

Germany link left• 0.0229

afd afd• 0.0068

offent public 0.0050

sozial social 0.0047

beschaftigt employed 0.0041

Spain proposem‡ we propse 0.0058

els‡ the 0.0057

public public 0.0037

amb‡ with 0.0035

dels‡ of the 0.0035

France mesur measure 0.0068

constat report 0.0057

réalis realize 0.0048

suivant following 0.0039

écologiqu ecological 0.0036

Italy preved forsee 0.0048

stell star • 0.0038

attiv active 0.0033

access access 0.0030

abolizion abolition 0.0029

Netherlands d66 d66• 0.0094

vvd vvd• 0.0040

christenunie christian union• 0.0033

nederland netherlands 0.0031

cda cda• 0.0029

Note: † = Translations are based on nonstemmed versions, whereas the column “Original” reports the
stemmed version of the feature. ‡ =Word is in Catalan. • = These features are party names. We do not report
results from Austria due to a coding error in the original data used by DCM. We discuss this error in more
detail below and in Section A5 of the Supplementary Material. In Section A10 of the Supplementary Material,
we display the top-50 features for each country.

populist. It would also imply that a party becomesmore (or less) populist when it changes its thick

ideological position. This is in contrast to the conception of populism as a thin-centered ideology

that is conceptually independent from thick ideologies. Moreover, studies connecting populism

to left–right positions highlight that it is radicalism that is predictive for populism (Rooduijn and

Akkerman 2017; Huber, Jankowski, and Juen 2022). The features in Germany—“public”, “social”,

and “employed”—are not indicating radical language, but rather mainstream left-wing content.

Given these arguments, it seems far-fetched to assume that ideology is a reasonable proxy for

populism. This holds evenmore true for the case of Germany, given that the radical-right AfD is by

far the most populist party in Germany (Meijers and Zaslove 2020), but DCM’s models identified a

left-wing ideology as predictive for populism.13

Similar patterns can be found in other countries. Four of the five most important features in

the Netherlands are party names. In addition, the term “netherlands” is identified as important.

13 DCM acknowledge that they underestimate AfD’s level of populism as it is underrepresented in the text corpus compared
to the Left Party (see page 320 in DCM).
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None of these terms is suitable for identifying or approximating populism. In France, Italy, and

Spain, party names are not among the most important features. In Spain, however, the features

point to a different aspect that was learned by the model. Apparently, four of the five most

important features are in Catalan and not Spanish. This is caused by the fact that the Catalan

party “In Common We Can” (En Comú Podem [ECP]) has been classified as populist party, and

theirmanifestos arewritten in Catalan. As DCMexclude all other non-Spanishmanifestos from the

trainingdata, ECP’smanifestosare theonlyonesusingCatalan language.Catalan is, thus, perfectly

predictive of “populism.”14 Consequently, the ECP receives a high populism score (0.94). Finally,

for France and Italy, it remains unclear which latent concept was identified by the models based

on the relevant features.

In sum, the feature importance analysis suggests that the models have neither identified

populism nor an approximate concept. In many cases, the predictions seem to be driven by the

use of party names or the use of different languages. The high relevance of these features is

not surprising considering how the models are trained since party names are highly predictive

for identifying certain parties. But party names, language differences, and even thick ideologies

cannot reasonably predict variations in populism.15

4 Irrelevance of Manifesto Content for Populism Scores in DCM’s Approach

Aswe argued above, DCM’s populism scores are primarily a transformation of the PopuList. DCM’s

scoreswill always correlatewithexternalmeasuresofpopulismas longas theseexternalmeasures

correlate with the PopuList and as long as populist and non-populist manifestos differ in some

way from each other. In other words, DCM’s approach is agnostic about the manifesto content.

To demonstrate that this argument holds true, we first analyze the case of Austria in which a

coding error in DCM’s data caused the manifesto content to be misaligned with the manifesto
labels used for training the data. Second, to demonstrate our point in a more systematic fashion
and for a different case, we provide a reshuffling simulation for all cases. As we demonstrate,

DCM’s approach still predicts high populism values for populist parties although the underlying

manifestos were not populist.

4.1 The Case of Austria
The data of DCM contain a coding error for the Austrian manifesto corpus.16 The labels assigned
to the manifestos do not identify the correct party manifesto content. For example, none of the
manifestos labeled as being from the populist radical-right Austrian Freedom Party (FPÖ) are

actually from this party. Instead, the labels of the FPÖ are assigned to manifesto content either
from the Austrian Social Democratic Party (SPÖ) or from the Austrian People’s Party (ÖVP)—both

are non-populist parties (see the first five rows of Table 2). In total, only 4 of the 27 manifesto

contents receive the correct manifesto labels. Section A5 of the Supplementary Material provides
full information on which manifesto labelwas assigned to a certain manifesto content.
Because DCM use the labels for classifying parties as populist or non-populist when training

their models, this coding error implies that the models were trained to identify populism (or

approximate concepts) based on non-populist manifesto content. Yet, as we demonstrate in

14 DCM do not report populism scores for other non-Spanish manifestos since their scores “stand out as outliers” (page 319
in DCM).

15 In Sections A7 and A8 of the Supplementary Material, we present results from an analysis in which we excluded party
names from the German and Dutch manifesto document-feature-matrix to analyze how the results are affected. In line
with the findings described here, the AfD in Germany is no longer identified as populist by themodel and the classification
relies more strongly on left-wing ideology. Moreover, for Dutch manifestos, there is no evidence that the models identify
populism when party names are excluded from the analysis.

16 The error is not in the original manifesto data from the Manifesto Project and was, thus, introduced by DCM. We contacted
DCM to inform them about the coding error. They replied that the coding error happened accidentally due to a (non-
reported) reshuffling analysis, and they published a Corrigendum (Di Cocco and Monechi 2022b).
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Table 2. Example of coding errors for Austrian election manifestos.

DCM’s manifesto labels Manifesto content

Party Year Party Year

FPÖ 2002 SPÖ 2002

FPÖ 2006 ÖVP 2002

FPÖ 2008 SPÖ 2008

FPÖ 2013 ÖVP 2008

FPÖ 2017 ÖVP 2013

ÖVP 2002 SPÖ 2006

ÖVP 2006 ÖVP 2006

. . . . . . . . . . . .

Austrian Social Democratic Party The Greens

Austrian Freedom Party Austrian People’s Party

'02 '06 '08 '13 '17 '02 '06 '08 '13 '17

0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

Year

P
op

ul
is

m
 S

co
re

Source DCM V−PARTY

Figure 1. Populism scores of Di Cocco and Monechi (2022a) and V-Party for the four main parties in Austria.
Note: The party names and years in the figure identify the labels used by DCM for training the machine-
learning models in Austria. The labels are incorrectly assigned to the manifesto content (see Section A5 of
the Supplementary Material).

Figure 1, the populist FPÖ still receives high “populism” scores based on the approach by DCM (we

added the V-Party populism scores as a reference). In other words, despite not being trained on

a single FPÖ manifesto, DCM’s approach nonetheless predicts that the FPÖ is strongly populist.

In contrast, the non-populist party labels still receive low populism scores, even when they

are assigned to manifesto content of the populist FPÖ.17 We also assessed the content of the
manifestoswhich received the labelsof theFPÖ. If thesemanifestos contain ahigh level of populist
language, the classification of thesemanifestos as populist would be reasonable. However, based

17 The only exception to this pattern are the labels of the ÖVP in 2002 and 2006. These labels were assigned to manifesto
content that is very similar to manifesto content on which the FPÖ labels were trained. Specifically, the label “ÖVP 2002”
is assigned to themanifesto of the SPÖ in 2006 and the label “ÖVP 2006” was assigned to the correct manifesto. As can be
seen from Table 2, the FPÖ labels were assigned to manifestos from these two parties in similar time periods.
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on our reading of these manifestos, they contain only little populist language. Four of the five

manifestos come from parties which were part of the government during that time and, thus,

rather represented the established political elite against which populist parties try to mobilize.

Only one manifesto, the SPÖ in 2002, contains some sentences which might be interpreted as

populist. The SPÖ in 2002 was in the opposition and, thus, strongly criticized the government in

their manifestos which shows some similarity to populist language. In sum, the coding error for

Austria suggests that DCM’s approach produces scores that correlate with external measures of

populism, although the manifesto content was incorrectly assigned. In other words, the content
of the manifestos seems to be largely irrelevant for DCM’s populism scores.

4.2 Reshuffling Analysis
The case of Austria suggests that the manifestos’ content is irrelevant for assigning populism
scores in DCM’s approach. In this section, we demonstrate that this finding is not limited to the

Austrian case based on a reshuffling analysis for all text corpora used by DCM. To do so, we take

the text corpus for each country and randomly reshuffle the party labels so that they identify
different manifesto content. Then we apply DCM’s approach to the reshuffled data using the code
provided in DCM’s replication material and store the resulting populism score for each party

label.18 We repeat this process 500 times for each country.19 Thereby, we replicate the coding error
from Austria for all countries, and we can systematically assess whether the populism scores are

affected by the manifestos’ content.
We illustrate the findings of this approach for the caseofGermany in Figure 2. The results for the

other countries are very similar and can be found in Section A9 of the SupplementaryMaterial. We

visualize the results in twoways. In Figure 2a,we showhow the score of amanifesto changeswhen

it gets assigned to a party label that is populist. In other words, each facet in Figure 2a displays
the populism score of a specific manifesto conditional on whether the text randomly received a

party label from a non-populist party (colored in blue) or populist party (colored in orange). Every

manifesto receives a significantly higher “populism” score when it is labeled as populist although
the content of themanifesto is always identical.20 We also display the difference inmeans between
both distributions including 95% confidence intervals. Overall, this analysis suggests that each

manifesto can be “populist” when the manifestos are labeled as populist in the training stage.

This is consistent with how the models are trained (to identify certain manifestos), but not with

the idea of identifying populism. In Figure 2b, the results are displayed from the perspective of

the party labels. Each box plot contains the scores of 500 randomly assigned manifesto contents
to the respective label. The orange boxes highlight labels that are classified as populist. Just like
in the case of Austria, we find that, even though the party labels are trained on randommanifesto

content, the populist labels receive amuch higher populism score than the non-populist labels. In
sum, the reshuffling analysis provides systematic evidence that DCM’s approach is agnostic about

the manifesto’s content and assigns high populism scores to any text as long as it is labeled as

populist when training the machine-learning models.

18 We use a Logistic Regression classifier as the Random Forestmodel is computationally demanding. The logistic regression
classifier has amuch shorter run time. As the informationprovided inDCM’s appendix demonstrates, the logistic regression
classifier performs quite similarly to the Random Forest model.

19 For the Netherlands and Spain, we only use 100 reshuffles as these text corpora are quite large and take a long time to
compute.

20 In Figure 2, the PDS (Partei des Demokratischen Sozialismus) in 2005 and the Left Party in 2005 are both included
although both were the same party and used a single manifesto. We explain this error in DCM’s data in Section A6 of the
Supplementary Material.
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Figure 2. Scores for party manifestos (a) and manifesto labels (b) in Germany based on 500 reshuffling
analyses.

4.3 Convergent Validity of DCM’s and RandomModels
Based on the reshuffling analysis, we can also provide evidence for our claim that DCM’s scores

will almost always correlate with external measure of populism. To do so, we correlate the

scores generated in each iteration of the random reshuffling analysis with external expert data

on populism. First, we use the V-Party data (Lührmann et al. 2020). These are the only data that
provide populism scores over time. Thus, we can merge the scores from the iterations at the

manifesto level. Second, we use the POPPA data that provide time-invariant populism scores. To

this end, we aggregate the scores for each party to a single score from the reshuffling analysis and

thenmerge these scores to the POPPA data at the party level.

For both cases, we correlate the scores produced by the random reshuffling approach with the

data from the expert surveys and store the correlation coefficient. We display the distribution

of the correlation coefficients for each country in Figure 3. It demonstrates that there is almost

always a strong correlation between the reshuffling analysis’ scores and external expert surveys.

This is problematic, because when using random data, one would anticipate the scores not to be

systematically correlated with external measures of populism. In contrast to this expectation, the

average within-country correlation between POPPA’s populism score and the “populism” scores

from randommanifesto content is 0.69 (0.56 for V-PARTY). The results show that, regardless of the
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Figure 3. Correlation of “populism” scores from reshuffled text corpora with expert positions (V-Party and
POPPA). Note: The dashed lines display correlation between DCM’s populism scores with the respective
expert surveys.

actual content of the manifestos, DCM’s approach almost always results in scores which seem to

correlate well with external measures of populism. In fact, in themajority of cases, the correlation

between the randompopulism scores and expert data is nondistinguishable fromDCM’s populism

scores as highlightedby thedashed line in Figure 3. For example, for the cases of Austria, Germany,

Italy, and Spain, the correlation of DCM’s scores with POPPA is not significantly better compared

to the random models. Only for France and the Netherlands, the correlation of DCM’s models

is substantially higher compared to random models.21 This, however, does not indicate that the

models measured populism in these context. It only suggests that in these cases, the models are

better in distinguishing between populist and non-populist parties when the correct manifestos

are used. As we discussed in Section 3.2 (see Table 1), there is little evidence that the models

actually identified populist language in these cases, but rather that they relied on party labels

(e.g., the Netherlands) and different languages (e.g., Spain) for classifications.

The main conclusion from this analysis is that despite being trained on random manifesto

content, the models of DCM produce values that strongly correlate with external measures of

populism. Again, this is evidence that the models are agnostic about the manifestos’ specific

content. Our results show that DCM’s central validity strategy, to assess the correlation of their

scores with external expert surveys, is insufficient.

5 Conclusion

We currently lack systematic measures for populism that are comparable over time and between

countries. DCM address this important research gap. However, as we demonstrated in this paper,

DCM’s approach has certain limitations. The models are trained to produce scores that resemble

patterns found in the PopuList and, therefore, the scores also correlate with other expert surveys

on populism. Thus, while the strong correlation with external expert surveys seems impressive,

they rather validate the coding of the PopuList. We further demonstrate that DCM’s approach

will almost always predict high populism scores for the parties that are labeled as populist—

even when the models are explicitly trained on manifestos from non-populist parties. DCM’s

models are largely agnostic about the actual content of the manifesto and rely on any textual

21 Likewise, the correlation between the scores provided by DCM’s models and the expert scores is higher compared to the
correlations between the randommodels and the expert surveys when the correlation is not conducted within countries.
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differences between the populist and non-populist manifestos. The suggested method provides

nomechanism to ensure that these textual differences between populist and non-populist parties

are actually informative for measuring populism. In fact, as we demonstrated in this article, the

models often rely on party names, language differences, or references to certain policy positions

for classifying parties as populist or non-populist. Such “concepts” are not meaningful for analyz-

ing systematic variation in a party’s level of populism. Overall, our findings raise concerns about

the approach’s validity for measuring populism.

While primarily concernedwith the approach by DCM, our paper hasmore general implications

both for themeasurementof populismand thevalidationof supervisedmachine-learningmodels.

With regard to the measurement of populism, our paper highlights the tremendous challenges

scholars face when measuring populism from texts. While extracting latent concepts from text is

generally a nontrivial task, deriving valid measures of populism might be particularly challeng-

ing. Populist language is often highly context-specific because populism rests on the distinction

between an “evil elite” (anti-elitism) and the “pure people” (people-centrism).22 Which part of

the society belongs to these groups differs between parties, countries, and over time.23 More-

over, some authors argue that a valid measure of populism needs to measure both dimensions

separately and then combine them to a single score in a noncompensatory manner (Hawkins

and Castanho Silva 2019; Wuttke et al. 2020). Another challenge is that populism often occurs in

combination with certain thick ideologies. Any measure of populism, thus, might be biased to

a certain degree by a party’s thick ideological position. Solving these methodological obstacles

probably requires further advances in the development of text-as-data approaches. However,

these limitations should not lead to the conclusion that measuring populism using supervised

machine-learning is impossible. Many of the limitations identified in this paper can be traced

back to DCM’s decision not to code populism at the sentence or paragraph level. Recently, for

example,Dai andKustov (2022)have shown that supervisedmachine-learningmodels can identify

populism in texts. They manually code paragraphs as populist or non-populist and then train

machine-learning models using word embeddings. While such an approach is more resource-

intensive, it seems to avoid several of the pitfalls identified in this paper. Of course, the resources

required for such an approach are much higher, particularly when texts in different languages are

coded.

Regarding thevalidationof supervisedmachine-learningmodels, ourpaper echoesBadenetal.
(2021) that such models are often insufficiently validated by putting too much emphasis on the

predictive performance in the testing set and paying too little attention on whether the models

have actually identified the desired concept (see also Hirst et al. 2014). In fact, DCM followedmany
recommendations given in the literature on validating supervised machine-learning models, but

following these recommendations does not always seem to be sufficient. Of course, a good

performance on the training set is important for the validity of a supervised machine-learning

model. But as we demonstrated in this article, it does not guarantee that themodel is unbiased.24

Since thenumberof applicationsof supervisedmachine-learningmodelswill continue to increase

in political science research (Grimmer et al. 2021), being aware of these potential pitfalls is
important. Against this background, future research could develop a more systematic framework

for validating machine-learning models in the social sciences.

22 This contextual nature of populism might also be issue-dependent within a party. For example, the British Conservatives
may rely on populist language in EU-related issues, but not in other parts of their manifestos.

23 This is potentially one reason why qualitative techniques, such as holistic grading (Hawkins 2009), have been popular as
they can incorporate the contextual factors more easily.

24 Another option is to developmore sophisticatedmethodologicalmodels that are able to detect and avoid such biases. For
example, Rheault and Cochrane (2020, 114) developed amethod that can address confounding in the estimation process.
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